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From purchase price to final sales price, the multiple went in the dozens. It makes possible for people to
produce, to make choices, grammatically adequate and to comprehend announcements based on a level of
acknowledgement of the language. In the case of the European crisis, given its experience in the construction
of a supranational project, it seems that in Europe this pathway could meet the challenges of the Global
Economy Trilemma proposed in this work. A guide to forecasting the popularity of the English language in
the 21st century. This success, in turn, has had important benefits for India as well, including increased foreign
investment flows and employment opportunities that have helped develop a vibrant information technology
ecosystem. Trade was thus in the DNA of the new religion and its followers, and that showed. Foreign direct
investment, too, was globalizing. That is why there is a need to analyse and connect the system trough it's
subsystems: politically, socially, legally, culturally, militarily, and the connect has to be done in a language
that all can understand. Then, when the wall dividing East and West fell in Germany, and the Soviet Union
collapsed, globalization became an all-conquering force. Protectionism Is Not the Answer Given these costs of
global integration and more liberalized trade, what is the best path forward? Global capital flows fluctuated
between 2 and 6 percent of world GDP during the period , but since then they have risen to  Another aspect
criticized of MNEs is that they are more powerful than small countries and harm national sovereignty
Anderson and Cavanagh,  While such measures might generate temporary boosts to growth from greater
domestic production and consumption, these would likely be offset by a range of other costs. In the Security
Council also recognized English, among others, as the working languages. Obstfeld, M. To this effect, reforms
to strengthen education and training would help ensure that workers have the appropriate skills for the
evolving global economy. This debate remains open because most of the arguments for and against
globalization are equally valid. The consequences of these elements demand a series of criticisms and
proposals on how local governments must address globalization and what should be the role of international
institutions as an instrument that contributes to integration, particularly of the least developed nations, in the
world economy. More generally, we need to do a better job positioning our workforce to cope with
globalization and technological change. Thus the English language no longer "belongs" to its native speakers
but to the world, just as organized soccer, say, is an international sport that is no longer associated with its
origins in Britain. A second option is to maintain the nation state, making it responsive to the needs of the
international economy called Dictatorship Market.


